Directions: If would like to receive half credit back on a test, you must complete a test correction form. If you receive a 70% or below, you must also get your parent or guardian to sign the correction form. You will earn ½ back for each corrected answer. You must write the entire question, your entire answer, the entire correct answer and how you know that is the correct answer. This must be done for every question you missed. Any student may complete a test correction form after a test to earn back credit. You must attach your original test with your test corrections.

Test Correction Form

Name __________________________________________

Date _____________________________ Period _____________________

Name of Test ___________________________________________

Original Score __________

Parent Signature (required if you received below a 70%)

_________________________________________

Question

Your Answer

Correct Answer

Explain how you know that is the answer

Question

Your Answer

Correct Answer

Explain how you know that is the answer

Note: You must complete this within 3 days of receiving a graded test.
Directions: If would like to receive half credit back on a test, you must complete a test correction form. If you receive a 70% or below, you must also get your parent or guardian to sign the correction form. You will earn \( \frac{1}{2} \) back for each corrected answer. You must write the entire question, your entire answer, the entire correct answer and how you know that is the correct answer. This must be done for every question you missed. Any student may complete a test correction form after a test to earn back credit. You must attach your original test with your test corrections.
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Note: You must complete this within 3 days of receiving a graded test.
Directions: If would like to receive half credit back on a test, you must complete a test correction form. If you receive a 70% or below, you must also get your parent or guardian to sign the correction form. You will earn ½ back for each corrected answer. You must write the entire question, your entire answer, the entire correct answer and how you know that is the correct answer. This must be done for every question you missed. Any student may complete a test correction form after a test to earn back credit. You must attach your original test with your test corrections.

Note: You must complete this within 3 days of receiving a graded test.